
BRAND CASE STUDIES 

Showcasing the work which is either published or printed 



Client: 
Godrej Sofit Soymilk 



Won Best Innovative Packaging – Anuga, Germany. 
 
Godrej is the largest manufacturer of Soymilk. Soya is a fitness food with low calories, 
low fat, vegetable protein rich etc. 
 
Godrej launched Sofit Soymilk in three flavours plus plain. Firstly in Mumbai then all 
over India in retail space from the wholesale space. 
 
The claim: People who will be drinking Sofit will be in fit category. 
Rest will be in the unfit category. Thus making it an aspiration for the non drinkers. 
 
Along with the fitness brand that comes in plain for the ACTIVE healther seekers. It 
also provides tasty fitness Soymilk with flavours like: Mango, apple and malt. (for 
PASSIVE health seekers. (Baseline: The new taste of health) 
 
Launched with print media and POSM. 
 
Promoted at gyms and doctors‟ clinics. 
 
This entire campaign is a testimony to our ability as a complete creative agency. Along 
with research and planning a brand launching strategy we executed all possible ATL & 
BTL medias to promote this brand. Later the brand was promoted with the TVC saying 
“A soya movement called Sofit” to strengthen the leadership of the brand. 
 
Result: 
As a leader in B2B in bulk supply…to become a B2C leader is what the outcome of the 
success of this SOFIT / UNFIT concept.  



Pre launch teaser campaign 



Launch ad 



Bus shelter campaign 



POSM - Bunting 



POSM - Dangler 



Follow up Campaign 



Follow up Campaign 



Jym Promotion – life-size cutouts 



Modern Trade – Floor Unit 



Gym Posters 



Promoters  Uniform 



ICELINGS 



Client: ICELINGS 
 
Job: 
360 degree campaign 
 
Objective:  
To drive home the benefits of ICELINGS. The Pure & Perfect Ice. 
To reach to premium segment who indulge in parties, get together and traders such as 
wedding planners. 
 
Theme: 
ICELINGS is a tube ice made of bottled water quality purified water. 
In India, ice is consumed without much awareness of it‟s sources. It is high time to 
respect ice as a food…we have forgotten that “ ICE IS FOOD”. Plus, as a party brand…the 
fun elements also communicated through “Be Cool…Be Sure…” concept.  
 
Execution: 
Used merchandising as a promotional vehicle to promote the brand. Created Magnetic 
sticker and distributed to prospective consumers at the IOCL and BPCL outlets. 
Distribution of brochures  and sampling done at airports/ OLA / Uber cabs / Multi Plexes 
etc. Plus a Snowman Mascot was created as a brand speaker to strike an instant 
relationship with the consumer. 
 
Result: 
The brand is extremely popular and grabbed the attention. In six months the real sale is 
increasing by 20 to 25% per month. 
 



















Mypacco – Courier Services 



Client: Mypacco Courier Services 
 
Job: 
Press / Digital and POSM 
 
Objective:  
To Motivate the prospect customers to try the brand. 
 
Theme: 
Mypacco…My Courier…the my kind of courier…courier that keeps my interest intact. 
Loaded with features are like Free Home Pick-up / Reach./ 4 Prong Service Sources (The 

mobile shopee, Sarvangi Stores, Mobile app and Website) / Multi-courier Tracking system. Offering 

benefits like Convenience / Easy-operations / My kind of service. With values like Personalized 

Service / Dependability / Trust.  Plus the brand personality like Friend in need  /  My Courier 

Buddy /  A dependable friend….So all brand attributes are substantiating the claim of mycourier. 

 

Execution: 
Used print and POSM media to drive home the emotional based benefit and digital 
media to drive home the rationale benefits. 
 
Result: 
The brand gained significant popularity among TG and an overwhelming response to 
the brand…the business grew faster than the client‟s expectations. 
 























Musali Power 



Client: Musli Power  
 
Job: 
Magazine / Press Campaign. 
 
Objective:  
To drive home the benefits of Musli X-TRA Power. 
 
Theme: 
MUSLI X-TRA Power brings the confidence back to bedroom. This 
increases sexual excitement, stimulation, health and vigour. 
Increases stamina and overall energy. Open the blood vessels and 
helps the erection powerful. Controls premature ejaculation and gives 
you more time to satisfy your partner. Helps sex to be more 
interactive than monotonous.  
 
Execution: 
Used the media innovation in magazines to deliver the message in a 
strong way and importantly in a radical way. As there are many 
brands communicating with explicit images and messages, we 
decided to be different. This create an impact and interest among the 
TG. The mantra was….be interesting…. 
 
Result: 
The brand gained significant popularity among TG and the sales 
increased by 23%.  
 



Magazine page number 21 Magazine page number 23 



Magazine ad on a special thick card paper 



Social Service ads 













Client:  
Andhra Pradesh Tourism 



Client: Andhra Pradesh Tourism 
 
Job:  
Magazine / Press Campaign 
 
Objective:  
To promote Heritage at and near Hyderabad, Wildlife of Nellapattu,  
Back waters of Konaseema, Hills & Falls at Arakku valley and  
Bird Sanctuaries at Kolleru. To communicate to the international 
tourists through foreign publications. 
 
Theme: 
A radically different creative execution for enhancing the image of the 
various destinations of Andhra Pradesh. Showcasing the destinations 
as good as any other world known destinations of India like Kerala, 
Goa or Rajasthan. Portraying destination Andhra Pradesh as the best 
seller and popular among the avid nature lovers and true travelers.  
The execution was swell received by the international audience as the 
visual imagery appealed to them in a big way. 
 
Results: 
No official percent of increased figure provided by APTDC  but the 
campaign was successful as there were more inquiries from the 
international tourists. 













Client: 
Agarwal Packers & Movers 



Client: 
Agarwal Packers & Movers 
 
Job:  
Press / magazine Campaigns.  
 
Objective:  
Drive home the fact that Agarwal Movers & Packers are the leaders in the industry in India.  
 
Theme: 
When it comes to shifting homes Agarwal Packers and Movers is the leader and is the only 
name that etches into the mind slot. Taking the advantage of leadership and stressing on 
shifting homes as the main message. 
Creative translations: 
1.Thinking of shifting? Think of Agarwal 
2.We make sense out of shifting 

 
As a leader, can take a stance and make a statement. 
 
Result: 
Outstanding outcome of both the campaigns run for six months each, 
The brand became a top of the mind brand because of the likability factor of the concept. 
There was 53% jump in enquiries and a 30% got converted. The “We make sense out of 
shifting” campaign won the Ad Club Silver for outstanding Print Campaign. 
 
Photo Courtesy: 
Thomas Herbrich 



Campaign No. 1 







Campaign No. 2 









Client: 
Cyclone the Club: Corporate Stationery & BTL 

(CAG Silver Winner) 



Introduction:  
Cyclone is a very successful transnational brand. 
Cyclone is a Discotheque brand all over the world for young 
and teenage segment. 
 
Objective:  
The client wanted to position the club at Leela Kempinski, Mumbai 
for 30+ entrepreneurs to come and make it shake a leg place. 
Teenagers were excluded from the TG list. Plus their logo‟s teeny-
bopperish appearance wasn‟t to be touched. 
Also the next task was to drive home the exclusivity factor of the 
brand. 
 
Theme: 
To make it appeal to the target audience I decided to dilute the 
strength of the logo by using dry maple leaves background.  
This background implied the softness, calmness and sophistication 
which appealed to the elite class. Similarly this visual tool was 
extended to all forms of communication right from the tea coaster 
to the press campaign to the brochure. 
 
For next task we sent the pre-launch invitation card to 300+ people 
(the who‟s who of the city). The entry was by invitation only. This 
itself gave the measure of exclusivity. Then launched the brand with a 
half-page press ad in leading Bombay newspaper in colour saying 
„Only for those who know about it‟, to reinforce the positioning of the 
brand. 



Collaterals 









Brochure 









Client: 
Classic Marble 

Won Bronze in AD Club 



Job:  
Calendar, Posters, Pocket Planners, Table Planners, Press ads and hoardings. 
 
Objective:  
Enhance the image of Classic Marble on the occasion of completing 10 successful years in the 
business. Targeting customers, suppliers of all the countries the company deals with. 
 
Theme: 
Using a woman and marble together to compliment each other's emotions, moods, class and beauty.  
 
Marble. Marble is the ultimate form of beauty made by nature.  
The texture, designs, colours and feel. No wonder the great monuments and most of the wonders are 
made of marble.  
 
Woman. A woman is another beautiful creation by nature. And may be the only form can be 
associated with marble. Her emotions and moods can be associated with the colours, patterns and 
feelings of the marble. 
 
Translation: 
A calendar of 12 pages was decided upon to ensure keepsake value. 12 different expressions and 
moods to reflect the mood evoked by the marble were chosen.  
The concept was extended to posters, pocket planners, table planners, hoardings and press ads. 
A "Me Too" look was to be avoided in terms of the women in the images in drab expressions and 
poses like a ramp show with marbles plainly put in the background.  
To achieve the radically different visualization, the dresses, colours, expressions of the models, make 
up, hair styling, poses were to take a distinct form complimenting the each marble and the expression 
and mood it evokes. 
 
This piece of work is dear to me as an art person. 
It gave me immense satisfaction since I conceptualized it. Followed it with dress designing, 
colours, textures, make-up, hair styling, poses of the models, selection of marble and the 
shapes in the background to match with all emotions and expressions.  































Client: 
Ma Passion: Semi-precious Gem Stone carvings 



Job:  
Magazine / Press campaign 
 
Objective:  
Promote Ma Passion as a leading dealer in semi-precious gem stone 
sculptures in India. Promote their showroom at the Grand Hyatt Plaza 
at Mumbai. Plus promote artifacts as corporate gifts. 
 
Theme: 
Communicate the elites and who‟s who of the city about this exclusive 
art from Jaipur and its showroom in Mumbai. Using snob appeal to 
drive home the fact that this art is only for avid art lovers who 
understand the value of this art. The connoisseurs of the art who love 
this art and have the pride of ownership of this exclusive art-form. 

















Client: 
Classic Marble 



Job:  
Press / Magazine campaigns 
 
Objective:  
Promote Classic Marble as the no. 1 brand in India to the elites and 
rich. Promote it as a high priced lifestyle brand for who‟s who. 
Plus use the cricket season as the communication platform to drive 
home the message  
 
Theme: 
Using snob appeal as the route we communicated the exclusivity of 
the brand. Portraying the brand as an elite lifestyle symbol.  
 
Creative positioning: 
Not for everyone. 













Client: 
Maestros 

The IT solutions company 



Job:  
Press campaign 
 
Objective:  
Communicating the corporate sector of the various IT systems and 
solutions for various requirements provided by the client. 
 
Theme: 
Using the mouse as the representation of the IT company and how it 
provides solutions. This was communicated through the stories we 
have grown-up upon. 















Client: 
Tibre 100% Cotton Shirts 



Job:  
Magazine campaign 
 
Objective:  
Communicate the fact that Tibre shirts are made of 100% cotton. 
 
Theme: 
The Tibre Shirt is made from 100% natural cotton so it fits you like 
your own part. They are made the way you are.  











Client: 
Gini  

Comfortz Shirts Fabric 



Job:  
Print campaign 
 
Objective:  
Communicate the fact that Gini Comfortz shirts Fabric are made the 
most comfortable and are made of 100% cotton. 
 
Theme: 
The Gini Comfortz Shirts Fabric is made from 100% natural cotton. So 
wearing that will make one feel utmost comfortable.  









Client: 
DRS International School 



Job:  
Press / Magazine campaign 
 
Objective:  
Targeting parents and communicating the fact that DRS International 
School is one of the finest Int. Schools in India. DRS International 
School is an institution dedicated to create the most conducive 
environment for the all-round development of future global citizens. To 
impart excellence in education. DRS has evolved a sophisticated 
teaching methodology and facilities in keeping with the most stringent 
International standards.  
 
Single ad for residential facility for domestic and international 
customers. 













Client: 
Delhi Police 



Job:  
Press campaign 
 
Objective:  
To create awareness among the people of  Delhi that they can help 
Delhi Police by giving vital information about crimes and criminals. 
This lethal combination can eradicate crime from the society.  
 
Theme: 
We coined this merger as „WE‟ and created a very strong 
communication towards the cause. 










